Softball Coaching Assistant

**G.A. Position:** Softball Coaching Assistant

**Department:** Athletics

**Supervisor:** Vashion Johnson

**Job Functions/Responsibilities:**

Assist the Head and any Assistant Coaches with student-athlete recruitment, driving SRU vehicle for scouting recruiting and team travel, compliance with NCAA, PSAC, and SRU rules and regulations, practice, game preparation, conditioning, scouting, fundraising activities, academic support, promotions, organizing clinics, film exchange and other duties as assigned by the Head Coach.

**Desired Qualifications:**

- Bachelor’s Degree in any major
- Participation experience at the college level for the respective sport
- Knowledge of different computer software or the ability to learn
- Desire to become a coach

**Graduate Student Outcomes:**

- NCAA Certification for official recruitment of student-athletes
- Membership in sport coaching associations relative to their respective sport
- Improved written and oral communications skills to assist in recruiting and sport public relations
- Improved computer skills
- Able to develop short and long range plans to accomplish assessed goals and objectives
- Improved knowledge of coaching and conditioning techniques

**Appropriate SRU Graduate Majors:**

- Counseling
- Student Affairs in Higher Education
- Parks and Resource Management
- Other graduate majors are acceptable depending on the educational interests of the applicant.

**Supervisor’s Expectations:**

- Graduate Assistant will work 20 hours per week.
- Must have the flexibility to work evenings and weekends, if necessary.

**Contact Information:**

Vashion Johnson
Head Softball Coach
Slippery Rock University